An adaptive, highly scalable, and robust web caching system is needed to effectively handle the exponential growth and extreme dynamic environment of the World Wide Web. Our work presented last year sketched out the basic design of such a system [31] . This sequel paper reports our progress over the past year. To assist caches making Web query forwarding decisions, we sketch out the basic design of a URL routing framework. To assist fast searching within each cache group, we let neighbor caches share content information (borrowing work elsewhere on efficient hashing functions). Equipped with the URL routing table and neighbor cache contents, a cache in the revised design can now search the local group, and forward all missing queries quickly and efficiently, thus eliminating both the waiting delay and the overhead associated with multicasted queries. The paper also presents a proposal for incremental deployment that provides a smooth transition from the currently deployed cache infrastructure to the new design.
Introduction
As Zhang, Floyd, and Jacobson argued in [31] , an adaptive, highly scalable, and robust web caching system is needed to effectively handle the exponential growth and extreme dynamic environment of the World Wide Web. This paper elaborates on the initial architecture for an adaptive web caching system outlined in [31] . When this web caching architecture was initially proposed, several other approaches to building a caching system for the World Wide Web were also introduced, including the SQUID web-caching system, which has since been widely deployed and has emerged as the de facto standard for web caching. Although the SQUID system has proven successful in accomplishing many the goals of web caching, we believe our adaptive approach to the problem provides an effective, natural evolutionary step towards a truly scalable, robust, efficient, and demand-driven web-caching system.
The dominant web-cache infrastructure on the Internet today consists of a hierarchy of SQUID Object Caches. In the SQUID system, all cache servers are inter-connected in a manually configured hierarchical tree. Each cache server exchanges Internet Cache Protocol (ICP) queries and replies with its "peers" (siblings and parent) in order to determine the most appropriate peer from which to retrieve a client's requested web content (either via a cached copy or directly from the origin server). Fueled in part by SQUID's success in demonstrating the potential benefits of web caching on the Internet, a proliferation of research in possible improvements to the system has recently emerged. For instance, it has been observed that the required manual configuration of the SQUID hierarchy can be significantly improved in the following ways. First, this aspect of the system may be enhanced to eliminate the heavy burden placed on system administrators who must coordinate with each other. Second, it may be modified to make the system less prone to both human error and system administrators' misunderstanding of the issues concerning the performance of the overall system. Third, it should be changed to address the fact that manual configuration may significantly hinder both the scalability of the system as well as the system's ability to adapt to changing network conditions. In addition, SQUID's single, static hierarchy may be enhanced to address the potential problem of inefficient routing of web requests. This problem can arise since all cache misses must first be fetched by a root node, which may be significantly farther from the origin server than the client's proxy cache. Moreover, the fact that the static hierarchy is not necessarily well suited to the unpredictable, roving nature of web hot-spots is also subject to improvement. SQUID can be further optimized to avoid the inordinate amount of delay associated with the 3-way handshake protocol for exchanging ICP messages. Lastly, the possibility that upper nodes in the SQUID hierarchy may become excessively loaded and degrade both the system's performance and ability to scale offers another opportunity for enhancement. Thus, these challenges associated with improving the SQUID system suggest that the system must evolve towards a more scalable, adaptive, efficient, and self-configuring web-caching system in order to effectively support the phenomenal growth in demand for web content on the Internet. We believe our adaptive web caching system provides an effective evolutionary step towards this goal. As originally presented in [31] , the general architecture of the envisioned adaptive web caching system would be comprised of many cache servers that self-organize themselves into a tight mesh of overlapping multicast groups and adapt themselves as necessary to changing conditions (see Figure 1 ). This mesh of overlapping groups forms a scalable, implicit hierarchy that is used to efficiently diffuse popular web content towards the demand. (The reader is referred to [31] for further details of the general architecture). There are two important research issues associated with this approach: (1) how to self-organize web caches to establish the different paths of communication among the cache groups in the mesh/hierarchy; and (2) how to forward requests and other information along the most appropriate path. The high-level focus of our work, then, is (1) to design a reasonable architecture for an adaptive, scalable web caching system; and (2) to determine the most effective direction of evolution from the current web caching infrastructure to our proposed system. This paper extends our original white paper on adaptive web caching [31] by first proposing how the current web-caching infrastructure may evolve towards an adaptive web-caching system and by discussing the system and its associated research issues, including those mentioned above, in greater detail than before. The paper is organized as follows: We first discuss in Section 2 a realistic evolutionary path from the currently deployed SQUID caching infrastructure to our proposed adaptive system. In Section 3, we discuss how caches may share information about their contents, and in Section 4, we present our recent progress in our protocol for forwarding requests through our mesh of cache groups. We then describe the issues and mechanisms of self-organization in Section 5, and finally, we conclude our paper in Section 6.
Time Scales
Incremental deployment is critical in introducing or modifying any global-scale system; it is infeasible to envision the one-step deployment or modification of such large systems. A good plan for incremental deployment is especially important for an adaptive caching system since multicast, an important element in the system architecture, is not yet ubiquitously supported, and some of the research goals are on a longer time scale than others (e.g., self-organization is a longer term research topic). In addition, an adaptive caching system would be built on top of the existing web caching infrastructure, and this requires small, incremental changes to the system. As a result, we envision a deployment of adaptive web caching in three distinct phases, in which the evolution from one stage to the next would occur in tandem with the evolution of the Internet itself as needed functionality for adaptive web caching becomes widely supported in the Internet. The three deployment phases would be (1) the introduction of adaptive web caching for distributing information and web requests among the cache mesh, without multicast and self-organization; (2) the addition of multicast as a mechanism for both efficient group communication and as a building block for the self-organization of groups, which will be introduced in the third phase; and finally (3) the introduction of self-organization into the adaptive web caching system to make it completely adaptive and robust.
It is unlikely that multicast will be ubiquitously supported on the Internet in the near-term, and thus we cannot assume that adaptive web caching will initially be able to leverage the efficiencies and useful properties of multicast. At the same time, even if the long-term research goal of enabling cache servers to self-organize themselves into reasonable overlapping groups in an adaptive and fully distributed manner was fully realized, it would not be likely to be deployed in the current web caching infrastructure in the near term. An initial deployment of adaptive web caching, then, would take place in a mesh of manually organized cache servers that communicate with each other largely using unicast communications. It should be noted that although multicast serves a more important purpose than only as an efficient group communication mechanism in our system, the use of unicast suffices in an initial deployment of adaptive web caching with cache groups that are manually configured and static. That is, in an initial deployment of adaptive web caching, the routing of information among the cache mesh would be adaptive, but the underlying communication infrastructure among the web caches would not static. In this short-term system, there are two important research issues that we will address: (1) how web caches share and make use of information about the contents of other nearby caches; and (2) how to best route requests through the manually configured cache mesh (including how to handle "cold" page requests). Both of these issues are discussed in more detail in the next section.
Once multicast is sufficiently widely supported on the Internet, the second phase of deployment of adaptive web caching may be initiated. Adding multicast to our system provides two primary benefits. First, it allows members of a group to communicate and share information efficiently; and second, it provides the necessary functionality for a scalable, fully distributed algorithm to self-organize the cache servers into overlapping multicast groups. (Such an algorithm requires that each cache server be able to freely join or leave cache groups without having to inform anyone in the group. Multicast groups provide this capability).
Footnote: In the 1997 white paper on adaptive web caching, it was also mentioned that multicast would be used as an information discovery vehicle, but we have since decided that cache group members would inform each other of their cache contents, using multicast if possible for efficiency, in advance to avoid the delays associated with duplex suppression for multicasted queries. Thus, this property of multicast is no longer required in our system. Thus, the primary research issue for this intermediate-term system is how to best leverage multicast both in the intermediate-term as well as in the long-term final system.
Finally, an adaptive web caching system can only be fully deployed after the achievement of a long-term research goal of developing a scalable, robust, adaptive, and fully distributed protocol for self-organizing an arbitrary number of cache servers into overlapping multicast groups based on some vector of metrics (e.g. delay and bandwidth between group members, demand for web content, cache server load). The addition of self-organization to an adaptive web caching system will in turn make the whole system scalable, adaptive, and robust. Some of the fundamental underlying research issues here will be (1) how to efficiently self-organize the groups to provide good communication paths among the caches in the cache mesh; (2) how to organize caches separated by some political or resource-constrained boundary (e.g., transoceanic links, network boundaries between secure organizations); and (3) whether an implicit hierarchy (cache mesh) is adequate or if an explicit hierarchy (a second level cache structure overlaid over a lower level cache mesh) is needed. These research issues along with others associated with self-organization are discussed in greater detail in Section 5.
Information about the Contents of Nearby Caches
There are two distinct issues in applying adaptive algorithms for the exchange of information among caches in a cache mesh. First, within a region or local area, caches receiving a request for data check to see if some nearby cache already has the requested contents. A second step dynamically routes the request to another cache or caches within the cache mesh after the first step has failed. In this section we address the first step, of caches availing themselves of the contents of nearby caches.
In our earliest thoughts of a adaptive web caching architecture, as in the current SQUID caching infrastructure, caches used explicit probing to query neighboring caches about their cache contents. In the SQUID architecture, for example, a SQUID cache sends a query to its sibling caches and waits for a positive acknowledgment that the requested content is cached within the sibling group. Several recent proposals have proposed alternative mechanisms that would reduce the unnecessary delay of this explicit probing behavior. One such approach is [9] , where Bloom filter hash code sets are periodically exchanged between siblings. This allows each sibling to make an informed judgment about whether or not a requested URL is cached elsewhere in the group. These exchanges also can eliminate the replica effect of nearby caches all caching the same data, thus enlarging the aggregate cache capacity of the sibling group.
(Footnote: A completely different issue is that of neighboring or co-located caches under common administrative control. In this case, hash codes can be used not only to disseminate information about cache contents, but in fact to allocate different portions of the URL address space to different caches within the cache group. [21]) Our current approach to adaptive web caching is that caches exchange content state periodically with other members of their cache group, eliminating the delay and unnecessary use of resources of explicit cache probing. Adaptive web caches exchange their entire content state with the other members of their cache groups. URL hash coding is employed as a compression mechanism. Each URL whose contents occur in a single cache is decomposed into scheme (e.g., "html"), network location (DNS host name), and following path components. Repeated URL decompositions are organized as a tree. A depth first traversal of the tree yields a string of hash codes, which are subsequently exchanged.
An immediate concern is the size of the multicast message as caches accumulate a large number of URLs. This content state exchange is only transmitted to an individual cache's group membership, and not globally to all adaptive web cache groups. The size of the content state message scales in the number of the tree nodes. There is a tradeoff between the reduced delay that results from more complete information about other caches' URL decomposition trees, and the additional imposed load of larger or more frequent state exchange messages. Another immediate concern is the effectiveness of the hashing scheme and the number of false positives. This is a piece of ongoing research. A secondary concern is cache update synchronization, as [10] found in routers exchanging RIP protocol messages. As [10] proposes, synchronization can be broken by randomizing the exchange interval.
Forwarding Requests
In this section, we consider adaptive approaches for the forwarding of requests within the cache mesh. These forwarding mechanisms are used after a cache has decided that none of its nearby caches themselves have the requested contents. In some cases, it is sufficient for a cache to forward requests to a fixed set of ''parent'' caches in a hierarchy. This is a reasonable approach for the current web caching infrastructure, when one of the first-order limitations is that of congested trans-oceanic links connecting clients in other continents with busy web servers situated in North America. A fixed hierarchy for forwarding requests is also sufficient for those extremely hot web pages that are quickly disseminated to web caches throughout the global web caching infrastructure. However, as the web caching infrastructure increases in both size and content diversity, the importance of adaptive algorithms increases when requests cannot be satisfied locally and must be forwarded towards the origin server, a nearby replicated server, or a closer large cache judged likely to have the desired contents.
As articulately argued in [25] , design principles for the global web caching infrastructure include minimizing both the number of cache hops to access the data and the delay for a request that cannot be satisfied by the web caching infrastructure. For requests that are not sufficiently hot and thus not pervasively distributed among the web caching infrastructure, minimizing the number of cache hops to access the data is accomplished by forwarding the request to a cache or caches significantly closer to the origin or replicated server, thereby significantly increasing the likelihood of reaching a cache that already has the requested data. In certain cases, minimizing the number of cache hops to access the data is also accomplished by forwarding the request to a cache known to be significantly more likely to have the data, regardless of that cache's distance to the origin or replicated server. For a request that is not sent directly to the origin server, the delay in the case of a miss is only minimized if that request was routed to a cache closer towards the origin/replicated server.
We propose that web caches maintain a URL routing table, and use this URL routing table to decide when to forward a request to another cache in the web caching infrastructure. The URL routing table bears a resemblance to the IP routing table: caches would maintain a URL prefix table just as routers maintain an IP network prefix table. This URL routing mechanism could be deployed in the current unicast-based web caching infrastructure or in an infrastructure based on multicast groups of web caches. The URL routing table's primary keys are URL prefixes, with which are associated one or more identifiers to the next-hop caches or cache groups. The URL prefix may be a distinct, complete URL, or, more typically, an aggregation of URLs designated by their common scheme, network location and path components. For URLs that do not match to anything more specific in the URL routing table, a default entry may exist in the table, similar to the default forwarding entry maintained in many IP routing tables. This allows the familiar tradeoff between minimizing overhead and optimizing request routing (by decreasing or increasing the level of detail in the URL routing table).
The information for the URL routing table is learned from caches within the participating caching infrastructure, transparent to web clients and servers. The initial information for the URL routing table comes from source-based entries from regional caches which determine from their own experience of sending requests directly to servers that they are near in seconds to the server or servers for URLs matching a particular URL prefix. These source-based entries result from a cache's proximity to a specific server or replicated server, or from that cache's more general proximity to an entire set of servers (e.g., all the servers from "*.berkeley.edu", or all the servers from the same country). The information for the source-based entries include the URL prefix, an identifier for the cache, and a metric reflecting that cache's average measured delay in seconds to retrieve a request from a matching URL.
A second information source for the URL routing table is derived from content-based entries. Content-based entries are learned from caches which accumulate URLs matching a certain URL prefix, either as the result of administrative policy or their own request history. An example scenario where content-based entries are necessary is the Japan cache in the United States [19] , created to cache entries from servers with domain names "*.jp". Caches distinguish between source-based and content-based entries. Because forwarding decisions made on content-based entries are less likely to head towards the origin server, these forwarding decisions are more likely to increase request delay in the event of a cache miss.
We are exploring a range of possible approaches for caches to build URL routing tables based on these source-based and content-based entries from other web caches. One possibility is to use a distance-vector-style routing algorithm among the web caches, based on the rough measured metric of "seconds" between caches and their neighboring caches.
A second approach to building the URL routing table restricts the global URL routing table to a subset (e.g., at most several hundred) of large caches. These large caches would use a link-state routing analogue to learn the inter-cache distances among the large caches. This approach reflects an inherent underlying structure of the web caching infrastructure into larger regional caches that participate in the global URL routing table, and smaller local caches that tend to serve their local community. Each cache constructs its own URL routing table based on its knowledge of the cache topology, combined with the source-based and content-based entries distributed among the large web caches indicating which caches are close in seconds to which URL prefixes. In the case of replicated servers, several distant large caches would report themselves as close to the same URL prefix.
Self-Organization
We are still in the early stage of developing a Cache Group Management Protocol (CGMP) to let autonomous Web caches organize themselves into multiple, overlapping multicast groups, forming a transport substrate for URL requests and data flow. We envision that, on the base of this mesh of overlapping cache groups, each popular page grows its own cache tree. Cache trees for "flash spots" may come and go highly dynamically, but the cache groups can remain relatively stable. They gradually and continuously adjust themselves according to dynamic changes in the operational environment, such as changes in network topology due to new cache servers coming up and existing ones removed or links coming up or going down, and changes in traffic load and user demand levels.
We have considered several possible mechanisms for self-configuration of cache groups. These included approaches based on reaction-diffusion models found in biology as well as more traditional negotiation techniques. Further examination of scaling issues, however, led us to abandon those approaches in favor of a new voting scheme with which we have had success in preliminary simulation studies.
The fundamental design goals of CGMP include making the entire cache topology group-wise connected, making the grouping follow and match the topological constraints, and grouping caches to minimize the number of "hops" a URL request must travel upon cache fault. Groups that cross trans-oceanic links should keep the group size minimal in order to minimize the intra-group communication cost, while nearby caches with high bandwidth connectivity should group themselves together. Furthermore, a group should cover a contiguous neighborhood in network topology (that is, not fragmented by intersections with other groups). The last point implies that whether a cache joins a group G should not be determined by whether its location is close to a single member of G, but by taking into account the locations of all members in G.
In the proposed voting scheme, cache servers periodically send a voting message for each group for which it is a member to a well-known multicast address, at the same time individually deciding which cache groups to join based on the voting announcements received from other cache servers. The overlapping of cache groups is achieved by letting caches join more than one group. Each voting message contains the group ID for the cache group and a voting signal. Recipients of a voting message from member M of group G evaluate the voting signal relative to their distance from M, and then treat this value as the partial support from M for their membership in G. The sum of all the partial supports a cache received from members of G indicates its appropriateness for membership in group G. If the support for membership in G surpasses a threshold, a cache wishing to join G (an "applicant") may simply begin operating as a member of G. If a member of G notices a decline in voting support below a different threshold, it will exit group G (it has been "voted out").
In addition to sending periodic voting messages to all other caches, members and applicants of a group G also multicast "voting requests" to the multicast group G; an unconnected cache may simply send requests to the well-known address. These requests call for some relative increase or decrease in the voting signal. Group members average the requests, and alter the form and distance of their voting signals in response. In this way, each member indirectly responds to every applicant, as members attempt to balance the strength of the voting signal to be "strong enough" to support distant members and applicants as it can, while not being "too strong" for those members that are close-by.
Using a well-known multicast address to bootstrap auto-configuration allows for transparent neighborhood discovery and configuration-free initialization. The associated overhead can be controlled by adjusting both the frequency of the voting messages and the maximum distance to which the messages travel. To achieve cache connectivity, an unconnected cache sends "voting requests" with increasing TTL values until it can receive voting signals. Because the TTL value controls the number of router hops a message travels, a trans-oceanic link is counted the same way as a FDDI hop. Thus an increasing TTL value assures that the request eventually reaches other existing caches. On the other hand, caches take into account measured delays and connectivity between each other in considering the appropriateness of group membership, so that a group crossing a trans-oceanic link will most likely result in the minimal size of two caches (one at each end), and a group crossing a campus FDDI ring will include all the caches connected to the ring. A special case that is yet to be incorporated into our design is handling of satellite channels ---although it has a long propagation delay, its broadcast nature suggests the grouping of all its connected caches.
Preliminary simulation results have shown the voting scheme to be stable, resistant to node failures, adaptive to changing topology, and successful in forming and maintaining the group at any desired size. The simulations performed so far are based on small topologies and very coarse-grained, however. We are moving onto larger scale simulation tests to examine the proposed scheme in more realistic network settings.
Conclusion
Extending Zhang's, Floyd's, and Jacobson's original Adaptive Web Caching proposal in [31] , we have discussed both our recent progress in designing our adaptive caching system as well as some of the important research issues associated with our work. In particular, we have presented our research towards building an adaptive mesh of overlapping multicast groups of cache servers via a self-organizing mechanism. We have also discussed how we intend to forward web requests and content through the cache mesh such that the web content can efficiently meet its demand.
We believe our proposed adaptive, self-configuring web caching system is needed to adequately accommodate the current exponential growth in demand for web content. Our design has specifically been designed to scale well with the total traffic volume as well as with the number of users, hosts, and networks in the Internet. At the same time, our system is designed to remain robust and efficient in the face of the dynamic network conditions that typically characterize the Internet. Although our system is being designed specifically for the World Wide Web, we believe that many of the research issues that we are addressing can be more generally applied to other Internet systems that face issues of scale and that can benefit from caching (such as FTP).
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